Bespoke Unit's Guide To The Chelsea Boot

Bespoke Unit's Key Chelsea Boot Facts

- Originating in England in the mid-19th century, its name comes from the London neighborhood in which it was popularized
  - Can be dressed up with a suit or down with jeans depending on color and material

What Makes It A Chelsea Boot?

- A chelsea boot is defined as a pull-on ankle boot with no laces or buckles

Chelsea Boot Style Guide

Below is our "formality slider" for the chelsea boot and its casual and dress variations

ARCHETYPICAL: CALFSKIN CHELSEA W/LEATHER SOLE

Casual

LIGHT-COLORED SUEDE CHELSEA BOOT

PEBBLED LEATHER CHELSEA W/RUBBER SOLE

BLACK PATENT LEATHER CHELSEA BOOT

Formal

Outfits

- Chelsea boots can be worn casually with jeans or even dressed up with a suit depending on the material and color
- Only wear in autumn and winter
- If wearing more formally, make sure they're slim and have leather soles

Aesthetically Similar Shoes: Jodhpur, Desert, Chukka
Classic Quality Makers: Allen Edmonds (USA), Cheaney (UK), M. Gemi (Italy/Online), Samuel Windsor (UK)

Typical Quality Makers’ Price Ranges: Low: $125 | Mid $300 | High $550

To Read More About The Chelsea Boot Please Go To: BespokeUnit.com/Shoes/Styles/Chelsea-Boots/
Learn About Seasonality, History, How To Wear, Classic & Contemporary Styling, and The Best & Traditional Makers
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